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The visible bremsstrahlung diagnostic provides a simple and effective tool for electron density estimation in steady state discharges.
This method can make up some disadvantages of present FIR and TS diagnostics in EAST tokamak.
Line averaged electron density has been deduced from central VB signal. The results can also be used for FIR ne correction.
Typical ne proﬁles have been obtained with Te and reconstructed bremsstrahlung proﬁles.
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a b s t r a c t
In EAST electron density (ne ) is measured by the multi-channel far-infrared (FIR) hydrogen cyanide (HCN)
interferometer and Thomson scattering (TS) diagnostics. However, it is difﬁcult to obtain accurate ne
proﬁle for that there are many problems existing in current electron density diagnostics. Since the visible bremsstrahlung (VB) emission coefﬁcient has a strong dependence on electron density, the visible
bremsstrahlung measurement system developed to determine the ion effective charge (Zeff ) may also
be used for ne estimation via inverse operations. With assumption that Zeff has a ﬂat proﬁle and does
not change signiﬁcantly in steady state discharges, line averaged electron density (n̄e ) has been deduced
from VB signals in L-mode and H-mode discharges in EAST. The results are in good coincidence with n̄e
from FIR, which proves that VB measurement is an effective tool for ne estimation. VB diagnostic is also
applied to n̄e correction when FIR n̄e is wrong for the laser phase shift reversal together with noise causes
errors when electron density changed rapidly in the H-mode discharges. Typical ne proﬁles in L-mode
and H-mode phase are also deduced with reconstructed bremsstrahlung proﬁles.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Electron density is a fundamental parameter in fusion research,
and the multi-channel far-infrared hydrogen cyanide interferometer [1,2] and Thomson scattering diagnostics [3] have been
developed for the electron density measurement in EAST. However, for the FIR system, it is hard to reconstruct the ne proﬁle
for poor spatial resolution. Besides, the laser phase shift reversal
together with noise causes errors in the ne measurements when
electron density changes rapidly especially in H-mode discharges.
The Thomson scattering system cannot be used as a routine diagnostic for all discharges in current stage and is poor at temporal
resolution.
Visible bremsstrahlung measurement is generally used to determine Zeff on many devices [4]. Since the bremsstrahlung emission

coefﬁcient is proportional to the square of electron density, this
measurement may also be used for ne determination [5]. In many
cases, Zeff proﬁle is nearly ﬂat, and electron temperature (Te ) proﬁle
can be obtained more simply and accurately. Therefore, ne proﬁle
can be deduced from VB measurement with the assumption that
Zeff has a ﬂat proﬁle.
The purpose of this report is to introduce the usage of visible bremsstrahlung for electron density estimation and correction.
In the next section, the experimental setup and the visible
bremsstrahlung measurement system are introduced brieﬂy.
Experimental results such as line averaged electron density n̄e and
ne proﬁle derived from VB signals for L-mode and H-mode discharges are described and discussed in detail in Section 3. Finally,
the summary and concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.
2. Experimental Setup and the Multi-channel visible
bremsstrahlung measurement system
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EAST is a medium-sized divertor tokamak with a D-shaped
poloidal cross-section, and has a minor radius a = 0.45 m, a major
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Fig. 1. The viewing geometry for the bremsstrahlung Zeff diagnostic in EAST.

radius R = 1.85 m with an elongation  = 1.2–2 and a toroidal magnetic ﬁeld BT = 3.5 T.
The multi-channel visible bremsstrahlung measurement system [6] has been developed to measure the effective ion charge
Zeff in EAST and has been upgraded this year. This system consists
of a 10-channel viewing chords array, which covers the top half
cross section, as shown in Fig. 1. The diagnostic has a temporal
resolution of 0.05 ms and a spatial resolution less than 3 cm. The
central wavelength of the interference ﬁlter employed in the diagnostic is 523 nm with a full width of a half maximum (FWHM) of
2 nm. The system was absolutely calibrated with the SYSTEM-2503
integrating sphere.
3. Experimental results
The emission coefﬁcient of bremsstrahlung radiation   with a
Maxwellian velocity distribution [7] at a wavelength  in tokamak
plasma is given by:
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is reasonable to assume that Z̄eff is constant in steady state discharges. If Z̄eff is calculated at a selected time and is assumed to be
constant during the discharge, the time evolution of line averaged
electron density n̄e can be obtained with the central VB signal and
Te evolutions using inverse operations.
Fig. 2 shows the key plasma parameters (plasma current Ip , injected RF power PLHW and PICRF , central integrated
bremsstrahlung intensity Ibrem , and D˛ emission and central electron temperature Te ) and comparison of n̄e from VB with n̄e from
FIR for a typical L-mode discharge #40592. Plasma current Ip was
400 kA, injected LHW power was about 1.2 MW and ICRF power
was about 700 kW. Z̄eff was calculated at 3.0 s and the value was
3.4. The blue line represents n̄e derived from the HCN signal of FIR.
The green line is n̄e just from central VB signal, it is seen that n̄e
from VB is in good coincidence with n̄e from FIR during the plasma
current ﬂat-top phase of the discharge. For plasma current ramp-up
and ramp-down phases, the difference is larger because Z̄eff and Te
have a greater change during these phases. The red line represents
n̄e from central VB signal with correction of time evolution of Te and
VB chord length. In the correction, effect of the variation of Te and

where ni and ne are the ion density (cm−3 ) in the charge Zi state and
electron density (cm−3 ), respectively, Te is the electron temperature
in electron volts, and  is wavelength given in angstroms.the Gaunt
factor ḡff [6,8] and [9] can be approximated by:
ḡff = 1.35Te0.15

(2)

hence, Zeff can be derived with measured   , ne and Te .
3.1. Line averaged ne from visible bremsstrahlung measurement
In EAST, line averaged ion effective charge Z̄eff is deduced from
the central channel of the VB array. In steady state discharges, the
plasma parameters do not have dramatic changes, and impurity
content also does not have a signiﬁcant change. Zeff proﬁles may
be different during the discharge phase. However, line averaged
ion effective charge Z̄eff , which quantiﬁes the total impurity level,
is an averaged amount and does not change signiﬁcantly for the
changing in Zeff proﬁles is weaken by the average effect. Hence, it

Fig. 2. Time evolution of key plasma parameters and comparison of n̄e from VB and
FIR for typical L-mode discharge #40592.
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of key plasma parameters and comparison of n̄e from VB and
FIR for typical H-mode discharge #40590.

VB chord length on electron density is considered, ne is not only
proportional to Te 0.25 according to Eqs. (1), though the dependence
proportional to VB chord length
on Te is weak, but also inversely

because Z̄eff is a function of ( ne dl)2 [6]. It is found that n̄e from central VB corrected by Te and VB chord length is much closer to FIR n̄e
even during plasma current ramp-up and ramp-down phases.
n̄e derived from VB for typical H-mode discharge #40590 is
shown in Fig. 3. Plasma current Ip and injected power was nearly
the same as #40592. ICRF was injected at 4.0 s and H-mode started
at 4.18 s. Z̄eff value was about 3.6 at 3.0 s and the change of Z̄eff
was below 8% during H-mode phase. n̄e nearly doubled in H-mode
phase, increasing from 2.1 × 1019 m−3 to about 4.0 × 1019 m−3 . The
blue line still represents n̄e from FIR. It is found from the ﬁgure that
n̄e derived from VB is still in good coincidence with FIR n̄e , the difference between the two is a little lager during H-mode phase, but
is below 7% yet.
The correlation between n̄e from VB and n̄e from FIR is presented
in Fig. 4, in which the data is obtained by statistics from 60 discharges. It is seen that the ﬁtted curve is a straight line passing
through the origin, of which the slope is k = 1, which also indicates

Fig. 4. Correlation between n̄e from VB and n̄e from FIR summarized by statistics.

Fig. 5. Time evolution of key plasma parameters and comparison of n̄e corrected by
VB signal and n̄e from FIR for typical H-mode discharge #40586.

that n̄e values from VB and FIR are consistent and proves that VB
measurement can be used as a tool for n̄e estimation.
A similar H-mode discharge #40586 is shown in Fig. 5.
Plasma current Ip = 400 kA, injected power PLHW = 1.2 MW and
PICRF = 700 kW. H-mode was obtained at 4.16 s. Z̄eff value was about
3.5 at 3.0 s. Comparison of n̄e from FIR and VB is also shown in
this ﬁgure. However, FIR n̄e represented by the blue line is wrong
from the end of the H-mode phase because the laser phase shift
reversal together with noise causes errors when electron density
changed rapidly at the end of H-mode phase, but the VB signal is not
affected by these factors and does not have these disadvantages. As
a result, n̄e derived from VB is correct and reliable, and using VB
measurement for n̄e correction is practical.

3.2. Electron density proﬁle from visible bremsstrahlung
measurement
For most discharges, Zeff proﬁle is nearly ﬂat. According to Equ.1,
if   and Te proﬁles are given, with the assumption that Zeff is constant across the radius, the electron density proﬁle ne (r) can be
obtained. Te (r) is measured by the soft X-ray array and Thomsonscattering system, and   (r) is reconstructed from line integrated
VB signals with Abel inversion method in EAST.
Typical L-mode discharge #40592 and H-mode discharge
#40590 are selected to estimation ne proﬁle from VB measurements. The main parameters such as plasma current Ip , injected
RF power, central Te , central integrated bremsstrahlung intensity
Ibrem , and D˛ emission waveforms are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. For
#40590, two different time points 3.0 s and 5.4 s, in L-mode and Hmode phase, respectively, are chosen to analyze typical ne proﬁles.
Zeff values of the two time points are 3.4 and 3.8, respectively. ne
proﬁle of #40592 at 5.4 s is also obtained (Zeff = 3.5) in order to make
comparison with #40590 at the same instant. The reconstructed
bremsstrahlung proﬁles, Te proﬁles and deduced ne proﬁles are
plotted in Fig. 6, the blue lines represent the proﬁles at 3.0 s while
the red lines at 5.4 s of #40590, and proﬁles of #40592 at 5.4 s are
represented by brown lines. In H-mode phase, it is found that the
ne proﬁle is much ﬂatter in the core region, so is the   proﬁle, and
the peak value of   is two times larger than that in L-mode phase,
while Te proﬁle is ﬂatter at the edge. No signiﬁcant difference is
found between #40592 at 5.4 s and #40590 at 3.0 s in L-mode phase.
The ne proﬁle deduced from VB signals is more accurate in the
core region than at the edge, because the VB diagnostic itself has
larger error at the edge, and the actual Zeff proﬁle is not strictly ﬂat
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good coincidence with n̄e measured by far-infrared laser diagnostics, indicating that visible bremsstrahlung measurement provides
an effective tool for ne estimation. VB measurement can also be
used for n̄e correction when FIR n̄e is wrong for the laser phase
shift reversal together with noise causes errors when electron density changes rapidly in the H-mode discharges. With reconstructed
bremsstrahlung proﬁles, typical ne proﬁles in L-mode and H-mode
phase have also been deduced.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of  brem , Te and ne proﬁles as a function of normalized plasma
radius. (#40590 is in L-mode phase at 3.0 s and in H-mode phase at 5.4 s, while
#40592 is an L-mode discharge).

and sometimes may be hollow, all these lead to a greater error of
ne at the edge.
4. Summary
Visible bremsstrahlung (VB) measurement has been used for
electron density estimation with the assumption that Zeff has a
ﬂat proﬁle and does not change signiﬁcantly in steady state discharges. Line averaged electron density n̄e has been deduced from
VB signal in L-mode and H-mode discharges. The results are in
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